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Abstract

Chance discovery is a new scientific discipline that tries to
cope with hardly predictable events with low or irregular oc-
currence or even with events that have no historic record.
The research of emergence is a scientific field of complex
systems study that tries to identify what emergence is, what
types of emergence we recognize and how we can use it. In
this contribution we try to give arguments how could work
on emergence influence chance discovery fruitfully. We re-
port on some resent results from the research of emergence
and propose some ideas how they could be used in the chance
discovery area.

Introduction
One of the useful methods in the quest for chance events
is the emergence management - the study of phenomena in
complex systems1 that surpass two levels of description and
that are potentially reducible from higher level of compo-
nents organization to the lower level of system components.

Emergence is a concept attracting attention of scientists in
the complex systems research. It somehow ”emerged” and
became one of the most fascinating phenomena in complex
systems fields including arts and engineering. We hope it is
so interesting because most of the complex phenomena are
somehow emerging from the organization - properties and
interactions - of the components that makes up the observed
system. The question is whether these complex phenomena
are reducible to the interactions at the lower level of com-
ponents organization and if yes, how can we explain them
satisfactorily?

Where We Are and Where We Want to Be
The word emergence appeared long ago in the philosoph-
ical as well as scientific literature (see e.g. (Mill 1843;
Lewes 1875; Morgan 1923; Pepper 1926; Ablowitz 1939)).
Scientists use this term in various contexts more or less
freely (Klee 1984; Minsky 1986; Hillis 1989; Langton 1989;
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1By complex system we understand a system with at least two
levels of components organization that can be a source of emer-
gent behavior (i.e. physical, chemical, biological, social, artificial
software or robotic etc.).

Brooks 1991; Matarić 1994; Kelemen 2000; Bonabeau,
Dessalles, & Grumbach 1995a; 1995b) to mention a few,
(Cariani 1989) contains a review with the informal as well
as more formal approaches to emergence)2. The importance
of the understanding of emergent phenomena in social as
well as scientific disciplines has lead to attempts to concep-
tualize, formally define and possibly categorize emergence.

Following works contain ideas on more formal treat-
ment of emergence, its conceptualization and categoriza-
tion: (Rosen 1985; Cariani 1989; 1997; 1998; Baas 1994;
1997; Bedau 1997; Ronald, Sipper, & Capcarrèrre 1999;
Ronald 2000; Holland 1998). A detailed review of these
approaches to emergence can be found in (Kubı́k 2002).

The ultimate endeavor in unravelling the mystery of emer-
gence is to use it for designed purposes. It would be very
helpful to predict the behavior of a studied system, possi-
bly uncovering chance events and design artificial systems
(its components and their interactions) with the desired be-
havior on the macro-level as well. On this way we face the
problem of a unified framework for the emergence research
with the possibilities to identify emergent events of different
categories and to find out the sources of emergent behavior
in the studied complex systems.

Proposal for a Formal Unified Approach to
Emergence

We propose a unified framework of emergence research in
that we try to identify several sources of emergent behavior
in the complex system:

� the behavior (interactions) of components (we will call
them agents) in the studied system,

� the influence of the environment on the agents,

� the evolution of agents behavior,

� the evolution of the environment.

We suppose that the macro-behavior of the system on any
level of observation is reducible to some of the lower lev-
els of observation (e.g. the spatial patterns observable in the
system are reducible to the behavior of its components - in-
dividual agents).

2See also recent debate in Artificial Life (Rasmussen et al.
2002b; 2002a; Gross 2002).
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With this assumption we proposed a formal definition of
a basic type of emergence that is reducible to the micro-
behavior of agents (their interactions) in a non-evolving en-
vironment (Kubı́k 2001).

Complex Systems Modeled by Grammar Systems

We model complex systems by means of grammar systems
using the theory of formal languages. Grammar systems are
symbolic devices comprised of a set of elements (grammars)
that interact with each other by means of a tape where they
rewrite the symbols. This paradigm can be used to formally
model multiagent systems (Csuhaj-Varjú et al. 1994).

Each grammar is a formal computational device that
rewrites symbols on the tape according to its rewriting rules.
At present there is a vast number of different theoretical
models of formal languages (Rozenberg 1997) mostly cen-
tered around the Chomsky hierarchy of formal languages
(Chomsky 1956).

Preliminaries

Now we give some explanations concerning formal lan-
guages and grammar systems. For elements of formal
languages theory the reader is referred to (Salomaa 1973;
Simovici 1999).

For a finite alphabet V of symbols or letters, by V � we
denote the set of all strings over V . The empty string is
denoted by �, and V � � f�g is denoted by V +. The length
of a string x 2 V � (the number of letters occurring in x) is
denoted by jxj. The number of symbol occurrences U � V
in x 2 V � is denoted by jxjU . The operation u � v, where
u; v 2 V � we call a string concatenation. In the text we omit
the concatenation symbol � and write only uv.

Chomsky Grammar. A Chomsky grammar (Chomsky
1956) is a quadruple

G = (N;T; P; S); (1)

where

� N is a non-terminal alphabet,

� T is a terminal alphabet,

� P is a set of rewriting rules (productions) in the form x!
y, and

� S 2 N is an axiom (starting symbol).

Derivation. A direct derivation in G is denoted by =),
or =)G. The transitive and reflexive closure of the relation
=) is denoted by =)+ and =)�, respectively.

Language. LanguageL over V is a subset of V �. The op-
erations of union, intersection and complement are defined
over languages as usual. The language generated by G is a
construct

L(G) = fw j S =)�G w;w 2 T �g: (2)

The elements of the formal language are denoted as strings
or words.

Cooperating Grammar System
A cooperating grammar system3 (ref. (Csuhaj-Varjú et al.
1994)) is a construct of grammars mutually rewriting strings
of symbols on a common tape. Formally a cooperating
grammar system is a construct

� = (N;T; S; P1; P2; :::; Pn); (3)

where

� N is a nonterminal alphabet,

� T is a terminal alphabet,

� S 2 N is a starting symbol, and

� P1; P2; :::; Pn are finite sets of rewriting rules overN [T .

Basic Derivation Step. A basic derivation step is a rela-
tion =)Pi :

x =)Pi y iff
x = x1ux2, y = x1vx2, x1; x2 2 (N [ T )�, u! v 2 Pi:

(4)
Then derivations of arbitrary length (=)�Pi) can be defined,
and for k � 1 derivations of exactly k steps , (=)=k

Pi
), of

at least or at most k steps (=)�kPi , =)�kPi , resp.), as well as
the maximal derivation:

x =)t
Pi
y iff

x =)�Pi y and there is no z 2 (N [ T )� such that
y =)Pi z:

(5)

Language Generated by a Grammar System. Let

F = f�; tg [ f� k;= k;� k j k � 1g:

For any cooperating grammar system � with at most n com-
ponents and f 2 F , the language generated by � in the
cooperative mode f is

Lf (�) = fx 2 T � j S =)f
Pi1

x1 =)f
Pi2

x2 ...

=)
f
Pim

xm = x;m � 1, 1 � ij � n, 1 � j � mg:
(6)

The derivation in a grammar system proceeds in two basic
derivation modes: parallel and sequential mode. In a paral-
lel mode the agents choose a portion of a string to be rewrit-
ten and then at once the rewriting takes part. The same sym-
bol can not be rewritten by the two or more agents at the
same time. The synchronization thus presents an internal
clock of a grammar system and a conflict resolution mecha-
nism as well. In a sequential manner the agents don’t have
to be synchronized and each agent acts on the tape without
conflicts.

Array Grammar System
In the preceding section we introduced basic definitions
from the grammar systems theory. We assumed the use of
one-dimensional tape of symbols. In the next part we will
use array grammar systems with two-dimensional tape of

3We use the notions cooperating grammar system and grammar
system interchangeably.



symbols. It can serve as a two-dimensional model of an en-
vironment. We refer the reader to (Kubı́k 2002) for defi-
nitions. Thorough treatment of the topic can be found in
(Dassow, Freund, & P�aun 1995; Fernau, Freund, & Holzer
1998), or (Freund 2000).

Basic Emergence - Basic Concepts
In this section we summarize a formal definition of a basic
emergence. For more details see (Kubı́k 2002). The com-
plex system will be modeled by a modified grammar system
(see bellow) where the agents are modeled by grammars, the
tape of symbols represents the environment. The behavior
of the agents is modeled by agent rewriting rules and their
actions by languages they generate. We try to compare the
language that generates the whole system and the language
that results as a superimposition of agent languages.

Modified Cooperating Grammar System
For our purposes we eliminate some of the restrictions put
to Chomsky grammars and modify previous definitions in a
following way:

� We don’t distinguish the category of terminal and non-
terminal symbols because the models we’d like to use
don’t strictly suppose some time points when the deriva-
tion stops. In this sense we use so called pure grammars.

� We introduce agent and environmental symbols to distin-
guish the elements of agents and the conditions (changes)
they can bring about in the environment. We denote the
alphabet of agent symbols VA and the alphabet of envi-
ronment symbols VE .

� We don’t restrict the agents to perform a specified number
of steps on the tape.

� We omit the application of a first rewriting rule (it is not
included in the set of agent’s rewriting rules) that repre-
sents rewriting of a starting symbol. We start by the con-
figuration on the tape as a consequence of the first rewrit-
ing instead.

The Sum of the Agents Behaviors
In the next step we define the sum of the agents behav-
iors. For this purpose we propose the superimposition of
agents languages4. This can be interpreted as a sum of con-
ditions the agents can bring about in the environment if act-
ing individually in the environment. Let W1 = a1a2 : : : an,
W2 = b1b2 : : : bm and Wsupimp = c1c2 : : : cl are words of
symbols ai; bj ; ck; 1 � i � n; 1 � j � m; 1 � k � l,
l = n iff n � m else l = m, over (VA [ VE)

+. The super-
imposition of the word W1 over the word W2 is a function
sup erimpose : [W1;W2]!Wsupimp, and it holds:

1. if ai 2 VA then ck = ai

2. if ai = � then ck = bj

3. if bj = � then ck = ai

4The superimposition of agent languages is a slight modifica-
tion of the union of languages in order to filter out non-emergent
collective phenomena.

4. if ai 2 VE and bi 2 VE then ck = ai

5. if ai 2 VE and bj 2 VA then ck = bj

We shall write W1 sup erimpose W2. For n languages
L1 = fW1 2 (VA [ VE)

+
g, L2 = fW2 2 (VA [ VE)

+
g, ...

, Ln = fWn 2 (VA [ VE)
+
g their summation is a language

that results as a superimposition over the permutations of n
words from the set of n languages:

Lsum = fWsum 2 (VA [ VE)
+
jWsum =

W1 sup erimpose (W2 superimpose

(W3 ::: (Wn�1 sup erimpose Wn)))
[:::[
Wn superimpose (Wn�1 superimpose

(Wn�2 ::: (W2 sup erimpose W1)))g:

(7)

The definition above states that an n � tuple of words of
the languages the agents generate (each word must be from
a different language) we can superimpose them one over the
another in the way that agent symbols have priority over en-
vironmental symbols (they cannot be covered by the sym-
bols of the environment) and any non-empty symbol has a
priority over the symbol �.

The superimposition of agents languages is equivalent
with the union of languages if generated strings are of the
same length and we use either the agent or the environmen-
tal symbol set only.

Basic Emergence - A Formal Definition
What follows is a formal definition of a basic emergence.
Let

MAS = (VA; VE ; A1; A2; :::; An; S) (8)

be a multiagent system modeled by a modified cooperating
grammar system in a following way:

� VA is an alphabet of agent symbols,

� VE is an alphabet of the environment,

� V = VA [ VE is an alphabet of MAS description,

� S is a start description of the environment over V +, and

� A1; A2; :::; An is a finite set of agents.

An agent is a construct (pure modified grammar)

Ai = (Vi; Pi; Si); (9)

where

� Vi � V is an alphabet of an agent,

� Si is a start description of an environment, and

� Pi is a set of rewriting rules defined in the form as follows:
The agent is capable to derive u =) v, where u; v 2 V +

and there is a rule �! � 2 Pi such that � is a subpattern
of A and B is obtained by replacing � in A by �.

The behavior of an agent Ai is a language generated by
the agent and denoted by

L(Ai) = fw 2 V +
j Si =)

� wg (10)

The events in the environment (derivation of words on the
tape) proceed in the MAS in a parallel (possibly sequential)



manner such that the set of agents can rewrite a part of the
tape (environment) without disturbing each other.

Let GROUP = fAi j 1 � i � ng. If the
L(MAS) = fw 2 V +

j S =)GROUP w1 =)GROUP

w2 : : : =)GROUP wg is a language generated by the MAS
and Lsum is the language generated by the superimposition
of the languages fL1; L2; : : : Ln j 1 � i � ng then the
MAS can be characterized by the property of basic emer-
gence iff 9w 2 L(MAS) such that w =2 Lsum.

The definition above states that if the multiagent system
as a whole can generate the language (behavior) that can not
be generated by the superimposition of (summation) indi-
vidual agents’ languages (behaviors) we can characterize it
as having an emergent property.

Glider
In this section we present an example to illustrate our ap-
proach in the research of emergence (more detailed analysis
can be found in (Kubı́k 2002)). We model and grammati-
cally analyze one of the most cited spatial pattern from the
Conway’s Game of Life (see (Berlekamp, Conway, & Guy
1982; Gardner 1983; Poundstone 1985)) - a known example
of cellular automata - the glider. In the Game of Life a cell
can be in one of the two states - dead or alive. A dead cell
becomes alive if three neighboring cells in the Moore neigh-
borhood are just alive and a living cell dies in case fewer than
two or more than three neighboring cells are alive. Nice ex-
amples and how they relate to emergence can be found in
(Bedau 1997; Holland 1998).

A glider is a period four pattern moving diagonally one
cell per period. We will use array grammar system for our
purposes. The Game of Life will be modeled by the con-
struct5

GA = (VA = fD;Ag; VE = ffg; A1; : : : A16;
f(v0; D); (v1; A); (v2; D); (v3; D); (v4; D); (v5; D);
(v6; A); (v7; D); (v8; A); (v9; A); (v10; A); (v11; D);
(v12; D); (v13; D); (v14; D); (v15; D)g);

where VA is the set of agent symbols denoting its state (D
- dead, A - alive), VE is the environmental set containing a
symbol of a free space, when there is no agent occupying the
cell, A1; : : : A16 is the set of agent behavioral rules, and the
set

f(v0; D); (v1; A); (v2; D); (v3; D); (v4; D); (v5; D);
(v6; A); (v7; D); (v8; A); (v9; A); (v10; A);
(v11; D); (v12; D); (v13; D); (v14; D); (v15; D)g

is a starting description of the environment. The environ-
ment in this case is modeled as a 4 � 4 cell non-extensible
array (we don’t use the symbol # =2 (VA [ VE)) that forms
a torus. Every cell in the array has its index and can contain
just one agent in one of the permissible states.

We extended the original CA about one symbol (f) repre-
senting the environment. This is because we made a mul-
tiagent model of a CA where agents act according to their
rules whereas the environment is passive. It doesn’t change

5The size of the environment (tape) can be arbitrarily adjusted.

the Game of Life principle. If we stick to the original config-
uration where each cell is occupied by the agent, the Game
of Life principle will stay untouched.

The starting array can be spatially represented by the fol-
lowing construct:

D A D D
D D A D
A A A D
D D D D

The set of rewriting rules of each of the agent is following:

Ai = f

f f f

f A f !

f f f

f f f

f A f

f f f

;

f f f

f D f !

f f f

f f f

f D f

f f f

;

A D D

A A D !

D D D

A D D

A A D

D D D

;

D A A

D A D !

A D D

D A A

D A D

A D D

A D D

A D D !

D D D

A D D

A D D

D D D

;

D A A

D D D !

A D A

D A A

D D D

A D A

D D D

A A D !

D D D

D D D

A D D

D D D

;

D A A

D A D !

A D A

D A A

D D D

A D A

D D D

A D D !

D A A

D D D

A A D

D A A

; : : : j 1 � i � 16g

These rules represent agent actions - whether it changes its
state or stays in the same state. Following is the behavior
sequence of a glider.

D A D D

D D A D

A A A D

D D D D

=)

D D D D

A D A D

D A A D

D A D D

=)

D D D D

D D A D

A D A D

D A A D

=)

D D D D

D A D D

D D A A

D A A D

=)

D D D D

D D A D

D D D A

D A A A

=)

D D A D

D D D D

D A D A

D D A A

=)

D D A A

D D D D

D D D A

D A D A

=)

D D A A

D D D D

D D A D

A D D A

=)

A D A A

D D D D

D D D A

A D D D

=)

A D D A

D D D A

D D D D

A D A D

=)

A D A D

A D D A

D D D D

A D D D

=)

A A D D

A D D A

D D D D

D D D A

=)

D A D D

A A D A

D D D D

A D D D

=)

D A D A

A A D D

A D D D

D D D D

=)

D A D D

D A D A

A A D D

D D D D

=)



A D D D

D A A D

A A D D

D D D D

=)

D A D D

D D A D

A A A D

D D D D

=) : : :

The original pattern returns in four step period in different
place on the tape6. The GA can generate the language con-
taining the words

L(GA) = f

D A D D
D D A D
A A A D
D D D D

;

D D D D
A D A D
D A A D
D A D D

;

D D D D
D D A D
A D A D
D A A D

;

D D D D
D A D D
D D A A
D A A D

;

D D D D
D D A D
D D D A
D A A A

;

D D A D
D D D D
D A D A
D D A A

;

D D A A
D D D D
D D D A
D A D A

;

D D A A
D D D D
D D A D
A D D A

;

A D A A
D D D D
D D D A
A D D D

;

A D D A
D D D A
D D D D
A D A D

;

A D A D
A D D A
D D D D
A D D D

;

A A D D
A D D A
D D D D
D D D A

;

D A D D
A A D A
D D D D
A D D D

;

D A D A
A A D D
A D D D
D D D D

;

D A D D
D A D A
A A D D
D D D D

;

A D D D
D A A D
A A D D
D D D D

g

These words represent how a pattern made of symbols A
glides diagonally downwards the array grid.

Every agent (not important in which state it is) if alone in
the environment can generate only the language containing
only one word with the symbol of itself surrounded by the
free space symbols. The agent occupying the cell with the
index 57 generates the language

L(A6) = f

f f f f
f D f f
f f f f
f f f f

g

If we superimpose the agents languages we get the language

Lsum = f

D A D D
D D A D
A A A D
D D D D

g

6In our case some of them are not discernible because of two-
dimensional representation of the torus.

7The array index starts with 0 but the first index of the agent set
is 1.

that represents the sum of the agents behaviors. It is the orig-
inal pattern that is fixed and non-evolving if the agents don’t
interact with each other because they are alone in the envi-
ronment. It is obvious that the language of the whole MAS
(GA) is much more richer that the superimposed language
of the agents. Thus we face a basic emergent property of the
Game of Life model - the glider.

This seems to be obvious and non-surprising. We don’t
oppose to this argument. We wanted to show that the gram-
mar analysis can reveal a basic emergent property in com-
plex systems. In this case the reason was not the behavioral
rules but the initial configuration of the grid along with par-
allel rules of the agents! Our example also shows that the
term surprise has nothing to do with emergent phenomena
and only characterizes our lack of information and/or knowl-
edge about complex systems, not the emergent phenomena
alone. We cannot answer why exactly these or other behav-
ioral rules can produce emergent behavior in the Game of
life. It is possible that there simply isn’t satisfactory answer
to this question. We don’t know. But we are persuaded that
emergent phenomena (or at least a subset of them) can be
scientifically studied in the above proposed way.

Stochastic Emergence
In many cases the macro-behavior of a complex system is
not necessarily due to a parallel action of agents and may
also be due to sequential superimposition of agents behav-
iors (this may be the case where parallelism can be simulated
by sequential processes as in some cases of spatial forma-
tions of moving agents or reactive - pheromone - communi-
cation). In these cases or in cases where we want not only
to study the source of a macro-behavior, but compute the
stochastic occurrence value of such a behavior as well we
speak about stochastic emergence. We try to show that we
can ascribe to each string (a pattern of behavior) a statistical
frequency rate. In other words every type of behavior has its
stochastic value. It can be as well observed under different
micro-patterns with different stochastic value. In our work
we compare the observed frequency of words with the ex-
pected frequency when the behavior is ”close to random”,
i.e. when the micro-behavior of agents with given capabili-
ties is generated by random choice of actions.

In the next lines we propose the term stochastic emer-
gence denoting the behavior of an observed multiagent sys-
tem that has a higher expected value than the behavior that
could be accomplished by the system in different (e.g. ran-
dom) settings. This can be used in the quest of events that
happen in complex systems under different conditions.

Probabilistic Mode of Derivation
In this section we use modified grammar system as in the eq.
(8) with probabilistic mode of derivation (based on (Kubı́ k
2002)).

The probabilistic derivation step is defined as follows.
For two strings x; y 2 (VA [ VE)

+ we say y is derived
from x in a direct probabilistic derivation step x =) y iff
x = x1ax2, y = x1bx2, x1; x2 2 (VA [ VE)

+, and the
rewriting rule Pi in the form a ! b 2 P was chosen with



probability pi 2 [0; 1]; 1 � i � m such that 9k > 0, and
9fPi 2 P j 1 � i � k; k � mg with the choice probabil-
ity pi 2 [0; 1] and it holds:

Pk

i=1 pi = 1. The probabilistic
step represents a non-deterministic choice of a rewriting rule
from the subset of all rewriting rules applicable in a given
situation (tape configuration). In (Kubı́ k 2002) it was intro-
duced using normal strings, in our contribution we use array
grammars operating over array strings of symbols.

”Nerd Herd” Robots
To make the above definitions clearer and as an example
of a stochastic type of emergence in the MAS we model a
homogeneous robotic society and the spatial structures that
they make up at the macro-level of observation. The ex-
ample is a simplified version of experiments described in
(Matarić 1994). The experiment we describe here is a soft-
ware simulation of robots moving in a closed area according
to their behavioral rules activated based on the local percep-
tion of their sensors. The robots (agents) are homogeneous
in that their properties and reactions are controlled by the
same mechanisms.

Our purpose is to compare stochastic values of different
spatial behaviors of a society of simulated robots under dif-
ferent micro-conditions. We want to find the impact the
agent behavior has on the macro-level behavior of the whole
society.

We will try to find how often the agents make up a chain of
their bodies (robots moving one after the other), or a closed
chain respectively (each of the agents follows some other
as well as is followed by another one). By this way we try
to find to what degree is such a behavior expected in the
MAS based on different experimental setups. We describe 3
different scenarios.

Basic Model
All of the scenarios share following characteristics:

� All of the agents are homogeneous in that they possess the
same set of behavioral rules.

� The number of agents is 4 and 8 in every experiment.

� The environment of the agents is a 2-dimensional square
arena of cells. The arena has walls so that the agents move
in a finite space.

� The size of the environment is 4� 4 and 10� 10 in every
experiment.

� The agents have indices to tell them each other apart
and can be in 4 states representing their moving direc-
tion (west, north, east, and south resp.). The set of agent
symbols

VA = fa1 ; a1"; a1!; a1#; a2 ; a2"; a2!; a2#;
a3 ; a3"; a3!; a3#; a4 ; a4"; a4!; a4#;
a5 ; a5"; a5!; a5#; a6 ; a6"; a6!; a6#;
a7 ; a7"; a7!; a7#; a8 ; a8"; a8!; a8#g

represents these states.

� The environmental alphabet VE = fÆg contains only the
symbol representing free space.

� The rewriting proceeds in a sequential manner in that in
every time step the agent gets an opportunity to rewrite a
portion of the tape.

The multiagent system is defined as a modified array gram-
mar as defined in (Kubı́k 2002). Each agent has a percep-
tion and action capabilities. It can sense a free space or
other agents one cell directly in front of it, one cell to the
north-east and one cell to the north-west relatively to the po-
sition and the movement direction. It can do 4 things: to stay
where it is, to turn left or right, to step one cell forward or to
step one cell forward and turn left or right at the same time.
These are atomic actions that can be expressed by rewriting
rules. For each agent Ai j 0 � i � 8 the set of rewriting

rules Pi = fai" ! ai"; ai" ! ai ; ai" ! ai!;
Æ

ai"
!

ai"
Æ

;
Æ aj!
ai"

!
ai! aj!
Æ

; ::: j0 � i; j � 8; i 6= jg.

The five rules depicted above illustrate the perception and
action capabilities of an agent moving to the north in the
arena. The last rule represents very simple follower behav-
ior when the agent tries to follow the other moving agent in
the range of its sensors. Similar rules apply when the agent
is moving in other directions. Each agent thus possesses 40
rewriting rules in total. For lack of space we omit a detailed
description of agent rules (see (Kubı́ k 2002)) and briefly
describe the three designed scenarios.

Follower Behavior

In this scenario the agents are trying to follow each other if
they sense other agents moving in the range of their sensors.
A definition of the MAS as well as agents applies as in the
basic model. The non-deterministic character of the action
choice consists in fact that in every situation there is a sub-
set of Pi that is applicable. The agent chooses the action ac-
cording to the probabilities that are assigned to the rewriting
rules at that moment. It means that the rule can have dif-
ferent probabilities of being applied in different situations.
The action selection mechanism is modelled by probabilis-
tic rewriting mode as described above.

Modified Follower Behavior

In the modified case of the follower behavior only the prob-
abilities of the rewriting rules being applied on the tape at
every moment are equal for each rule that can be applicable
in the given situation.

Random Movement

The last scenario represents quasi random movement of the
agents in the environment. It doesn’t implement the follower
behavior. The agent only checks whether there is a free cell
directly in front of it. If so it chooses with the same probabil-
ity to stay in the same state, to take a turn or to make a step
forward. If the front cell is occupied by the agent it chooses
to stay where it is with or without making a turn with the
same probability.



Results
In this section we present the results of our experiments. The
language generated by the MAS after the k stochastic deriva-
tion steps is a construct L(MAS)k = f(w; freq(w)) j w 2

(VA [ VE)
+ and freq(w) : L(MAS) ! R; freq(w) =

<wk>
k

g, where freq(w) is a statistical frequency of the word
w in L(MAS) as a fraction of the number of occurrences of
w < wk > in L(MAS) after k steps of derivation. Stochas-
tic value of a behavior is a probability with which this event
occurs based on the local actions of the agents. We concen-
trated on two types of words generated by the MAS. Into
the first group fall words that contain a string made of agent
symbols that make up a ”chain”, i.e. (n � 1) agents that
sense an agent on the cell directly in front of it that is not
moving in an opposite direction There is one agent which
doesn’t have to follow any agent (a ”leader” of the whole
group) and for one of the agents it holds that it doesn’t have
a follower (is ”closing” the chain). Such words we will de-
note chains. Here is an example of the string contained in
the chain word (with 8 agents):

a2! a5# Æ Æ Æ

Æ a4# a3! a7! a6"
Æ a1! a8" Æ Æ

The second group will contain words - ”closed chains” -
made of agents following one another as in the following
example:

a1! a4! a7! a2#
a8" a6 a5 a3 

The results of the three scenarios are summarized in the fol-
lowing tables with the items described bellow.

� # agents - number of agents moving in the environment.

� tape grid - the size of the tape grid representing the environment.

� # words - the number of different words that can be obtained
from the agent and environmental set on the tape of the given
size.

� # chains - the total number of words that contain a chain string
as described in the section 5 above.

� # closed chains - the total number of words that contain a closed
chain string as described in the section 5 above.

� chains: exp. STV - the expected stochastic value of the chain
words as a ratio of chain words set to the set of all words. It gives
the uniform frequency of chain words in the generated language
(as if every word was generated with the same probability).

� closed chains: exp. STV - the expected stochastic value of the
closed chain words as a ratio of closed chain words set to the
set of all words. It gives the uniform frequency of closed chain
words in the generated language (as if every word was generated
with the same probability).

� # steps - the number of steps taken in the experiment. One step
represents the rewriting of every agent in the given time step.

� # obs. chains - the number of the chain words that were observed
during the experiment.

� # obs. closed chains - the number of the closed chain words that
were observed during the experiment.

� chains: obs STV - the real stochastic value of the chain words
as calculated from the number of observed chain words divided
by the number of the words that were generated in the given
number of steps during the experiment.

� cl. chs: obs STV - the real stochastic value of the closed chain
words as calculated from the number of observed closed chain
words divided by the number of the words that were generated
in the given number of steps during the experiment.

� chains: obs/exp STV - the ratio of the observed and expected
stochastic values of the chain words. Shows the measure of how
expected or surprising this behavior of the MAS is. The higher
the value the more probable the behavior is taken the individual
agents’ behavior (micro states) into account.

� cl. chs: obs/exp STV - the ratio of the observed and expected
stochastic values of the closed chain words. Shows the mea-
sure of how expected or surprising this behavior of the MAS is.
The higher the value the more probable the behavior is taken the
individual agents behavior (micro states) into account.

# agents 4 4 8 8

tape grid 3 � 3 10� 10 3� 3 10� 10

# words 774144 2.409� +10 2.378�+10 4.917�+20

# chains 4992 175680 1.032�+7 1.281�+10

# closed chains 192 3888 403200 35965440

chains: exp. STV 0.006448 7.292�-6 4.340-4 2.605�-11

closed chains: STV 2.480�-4 1.614�-7 1.695�-5 7.314�-14

# steps 30000 700000 250000 2679003

# obs. chains 11328 7330 99599 474

# obs. closed chains 2573 532 11060 43

chains: obs STV 0.094 0.002618 0.05 2.212�-5

cl. chs: obs STV 0.021 1.9�-4 0.00553 2.006�-6

chains: obs/exp STV 14.639 359.001 114.738 8.488�+5

cl. chs: obs/exp STV 86.453 1177.334 326.173 2.743�+7

Table 1: The result data from the follower behavior scenario.

# agents 4 4 8

tape grid 3� 3 10 � 10 3� 3

# words 774144 2.409� +10 2.378�+10

# chains 4992 175680 1.032�+7

# closed chains 192 3888 403200

chains: exp. STV 0.006448 7.292�-6 4.340-4

closed chains: STV 2.480�-4 1.614�-7 1.695�-5

# steps 355000 4665000 1111000

# obs. chains 28225 907 9311

# obs. closed chains 2155 31 431

chains: obs STV 0.019877 7.292�-6 4.340�-4

cl. chs: obs STV 0.001518 1.661�-6 4.849�-5

chains: obs/exp STV 3.082 6.666 2.414

cl. chs: obs/exp STV 6.119 10.294 2.860

Table 2: The result data from the modified follower behavior
scenario.

Conclusions
It is obvious that micro-behavioral rules of agents directly
influence stochastic value of a macro-behavior of the whole
system. The interesting thing is that the behavior of closed
chains has higher stochastic value than the behavior of open



# agents 4 4 8

tape grid 3 � 3 10� 10 3� 3

# words 774144 2.409� +10 2.378�+10

# chains 4992 175680 1.032�+7

# closed chains 192 3888 403200

chains: exp. STV 0.006448 7.292�-6 4.340-4

closed chains: STV 2.480�-4 1.614�-7 1.695�-5

# steps 550400 5290000 2410000

# obs. chains 23859 354 31638

# obs. closed chains 1778 20 1787

chains: obs STV 0.010837 1.673�-5 0.001641

cl. chs: obs STV 8.076�-4 9.452�-7 9.269�-5

chains: obs/exp STV 1.681 2.294 3.781

cl. chs: obs/exp STV 3.256 5.857 5.467

Table 3: The result data from the random movement sce-
nario.

chains. So it is not surprising in our understanding. The
surprising fact is that in one case a closed chain behavior
has even smaller stochastic value than in the quasi random
movement case (See the table 2 and table 3). The occurrence
of the observed behavior is quite stable and periodic for open
chains and in case of a small arena for closed chains behav-
ior as well (figure 1). More dramatic shape is characteristic
for bigger environments (figure 2).

We tried to show how the behavior of a complex system
can be formally modeled and studied in the formal language
framework. We wanted to propose an approach to the study
of events that depend on the specification of agent interac-
tions and their behavior. In this framework the probabilistic
identification of a chance event depends on the symbolic de-
scription of system components and its interactions.
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